
CARE INSTRUCTIONS

The durability and functionality of any garment also depends on proper care.
So please always note the sewn-in care label.

Regular washing does not harm the GORE-TEX membrane. Rather it ensures a high life ex-
pectancy and constant functionality of the garment.

Before washing motorcycle clothing, always remove the protectors first, close Velcro and 
zippers and snaps!

WASHING
Please make sure that you pay attention to the sewn-in 
care label! 
If not stated otherwise, select hand wash (with pH neutral 
soap and lukewarm water). NO machine washing!
Remove heavy soiling on the leather areas in advance with a 
damp cloth or soft brush.
To avoid detergent residues on the GORE-TEX material, rinse 
sufficiently clear (Repeat the rinsing process).
Do not use fabric softener!!!

IRONING
Do not iron motorcycle clothing made of leather.

LAUNDRY DRYER
Not into the laundry drier. Dry at room temperature. Do not 
dry in the sun!

BLEACHING
Do not use any chlorine bleach.

DRY-CLEANING
No dry-cleaning.

Advice:    in case of perforated leather, it is recom-          
mended not to use any leather grease, since 
this is rubbed into the perforation, and the 
leather does not absorb it. This results in unat-
tractive residues in the perforation.

The leathers used in combination with GORE-TEX are highly 
breathable and therefore not treated with an additional co-
vering color layer. This may affect the color stability of the 
leather.

IMPREGNATION
Impregnation in no way impairs the function of the
GORE-TEX membrane. Quite the contrary, well-impregnated 
clothing repels dirt and water. A soaked outer fabric causes 
heat loss. So a good impregnation therefore protects against 
cold as well. The shell fabric of the garments with GORE-TEX 
product technology are already impregnated at the time of 
manufacture.
Our motorcycle clothing is equipped with a factory impreg-
nation that allows water to bead off and thus prevents the 
outer shell from becoming soaked immediately. However, this 
water and dirt repellent layer does not last permanently. Even 
superficial contamination and dirt, but also proper washing of 
the clothing reduces the effect of the impregnation. However, 
this can be reactivated and restored and is therefore not a 
reason for complaint.
The beading effect can be reactivated by a short heat treat-
ment at low temperature in the dryer or by ironing (without 
steam/with cloth between garment and ironing sole) accor-
ding to the care label.
Depending on the usage, but at the latest when water no lon-
ger beads off as usual, the clothing should be treated with a 
waterproofing agent suitable for breathable clothing. Leather 
can be handled with lotion or foam meant for  leather care.

REPAIR
In spite of all caution, the clothing can become damaged. 
Even small tears and holes cause water to get inside, in the 
case of water-proof clothing. Due to the special construction 
of the GORE-TEX clothing, such damages should be repaired 
only by a specialist. In this case, please contact your retailer 
or our sales team.

Attention:
Only washed garments will be repaired!
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